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E. van Douwen, and later M. Wage, asked whether the Pixley-Roy space over the irrationals 
is homeomorphic to the Pixley-Roy space over the reals. We show that the answer is ‘no’ in the 
following way: the reals satisfy the Hurewicz property, while the irrationals do not; we define 
‘weakly Hurewicz’ in a natural way and show that this property distinguishes the corresponding 
Pixley-Roy spaces. Similar methods are used to distinguish other special subsets of metric spaces 
such as C”-sets, y-sets, and those satisfying a certain game characterization. 
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Introduction. If X is a space, let PR(X) denote the collection of all nonempty finite 
subsets of X with the following topology: for AE PR(X) and U open in X, let 
[A, U] ={BE PR(X): AC Bc U}; then {[A, U]: AE PR(X), U open in X} is a 
base for a topology on PR(X), called the Pixley-Roy topology. If X is T,, then 
PR(X) is zero-dimensional T,; each basic open set [A, U] is clopen in PR(X) [6]. 
Pixley and Roy were the first to use such a topology: they constructed PR([W) as an 
example of a C.C.C. nonseparable Moore space ([w denotes the real numbers) [12]. 
Although many papers studying Pixley-Roy spaces have appeared (see e.g. [l, 2, 
4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20]), fundamental questions remain open. 
E. van Douwen asked whether the Pixley-Roy space over the irrationals is 
homeomorphic to the Pixley-Roy space over the reals. [6]; this question was posed 
again by Wage [20]. We show that the answer is ‘no’ in the following way: the reals 
satisfy a covering property known as the Hurewicz property, while the the irrationals 
do not; we define ‘weakly Hurewicz’ in a natural way and show that the Pixley-Roy 
space over the reals has this property, while the Pixley-Roy space over the irrationals 
does not. 
We use similar methods to distinguish other special subsets of metric spaces, such 
as C”-sets, y-sets, and those satisfying a certain game characterization. 
Our theorems will be of two types. The first type will show that if PR(X) is weakly 
P, for some property P, then X has property l? The second type will show that if 
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X has property P (and, perhaps, some additional properties), then PR(X) is weakly 
l? The key to the second type of theorem is to use the fact that for each positive 
integer n, X” has property P, or that the disjoint sum of the X”‘s has property P. 
Notation. Let X, = {x E X”: if i <j < n, then x(i) # x(j)}. 
Note that if X is Hausdorff, each X,, is open in X”. 
For any set Y and cardinal K, [Y]” = (2~ Y: IZI = K} and [.I<“ = 
{Z C Y: IZI < K}. 
Theorem 1A. If PR(X) is weakly Lindeliif, then each X” is LindelGjI 
Proof. Suppose PR(X) is weakly Lindelof, but X” is not for some m. Let 42 be an 
open cover of X” with no countable subcover. For each x E X”, let { Ux,i: i E m} be 
a collection of open subsets of X such that x(i) E U,,i and nism Ux,i is contained 
in some element of %. 
For each FE PR(X) and y E F, let Uf = n { Ux,i: x E F” and y = x(i)}. 2’= 
{[F, Up+ UC]: FE PR(X)} is an open cover of PR(X), so let W be a countable 
subcollection such that lJ W is dense in PR(X). Let 92 = {niC,,, ICJ,.~: there is an 
F E PR( X) such that [F, lJ,_ F UC] E W and x E F”}; 92 is a countable partial open 
refinement of %, so we may let z E X”\U %. Let FE PR(X) be such that 
[F, U+F Ur] E 74” and [F, l.JVtF U-r] n [rng z, X] # 0. Since rng z c lJvtF Ur, for 
each i E m, let yi E F be such that z(i) E U-c, and let y E X” be defined by y( i) = y,: y E 
F”. Since each z(i) E C&, z E n,,,,, U_V,i, a contradiction. So we must have that each 
X” is Lindelof. Cl 
Quoting known results gives us: 
Theorem 1B. If X is Lindeliif metric, then PR(X)” is weakly LindelGffor every cardinal 
K. 
Proof. It is not difficult to show that for such an X, PR(X)” is C.C.C. for each positive 
integer n, and hence PR(X)” is c.c.c.; this implies that that PR(X)” is weakly 
LindelSf [HI. 0 
Note that if X is a noncompact metric space and K is uncountable, then X” is 
not Lindelof and so PR(X”) is not weakly Lindelijf, hence PR(X”) is not homeomor- 
phic to PR(X)” for such K; in particular this is true for X = R. 
Definition. A space X is Hurewicz (weakly Hurewicz) provided that whenever 
(a,,: n E o) is a sequence of open covers of X, there is a sequence (CC?,,: n E w), with 
gn E [any, such that IJ,, lJ 9& covers X (has a dense union in X). 
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Theorem 2A. If PR(X) is weakly Hurewicz, then each X” is Hurewicz. 
Proof. Suppose PR(X) is weakly Hurewicz, but X” is not Hurewicz for some 
positive integer m. Let (Q,,: n E o) be a sequence of open covers of X” such that 
if %Jn E [ %,I’“, then X”\u, U $ # 0. For each n and each x E X”, let { 17,,,,~: i E m} 
be a collection of open subsets of X such that x(i) E U,,x,i and n,,, U,,,; is contained 
in some element of %,. 
Suppose n E w. For each FE PR(X) and each y E F, let UC, = n { lJ,,x,i: x E F” 
and y = x( i)}; then W;, = {[ F, IJ~vCF Uz?.]: FE PR(X)} is an open cover of PR(X). 
Let %n E [ VnlCw be such that IJ,, IJ ?I,, is dense in PR(X). Let W,, = {n,,, U,,,,,: 
there is an FE PR(X) such that [F, UVeF U&]E 9& and XE F”}; ‘IVti is a finite 
partial open refinement of “II,, so we may let z E Xm\U, I., W,,. Let FE PR(X) be 
such that [F, UJCF Ucg] E C!?n for some n and [F, lJyCF ILJ[.~] n [rng z, X] # 0. 
Rng z= UytF UK,,. For each i E m, let y, E F be such that z(i) E UC?,, and let y E X” 
be defined by y(i) = y,; y E F”. Since each z(i) E U, ,,,, ir we have z in;,, U,, ,,,,, E W,,, 
a contradiction. So we must have that each X” is Hurewicz. 0 
Theorem 2B. If X is metric and each X” is Hurewicz, then PR(X)” is weakly Hurewicz 
for each cardinal K. 
To prove this we first show: 
Lemma 3. If K is infinite and for each LY E K, Y(a) is such that alljnite subproducts 
of n,,, Y(a) are weakly Hurewicz, then Y = n,,, Y(a) is weakly Hurewicz. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. Suppose (“u,: n E W) is a sequence of open covers 
of Y; without loss of generality, each %& consists of basic open sets. Let {A,: n E w} 
be a partition of w into infinite sets, with 0 E A,,; let m, = 0 and let A, = (0). For 
each n, let 9,,“= { 7~“( G): G E “u,}. Since (9,, ,,: n E w) is a sequence of open covers 
of the weakly Hurewicz space Y(O), let Z,,,E [ %&,,JdW be such that lJn 2?,,,0 has a 
dense union in Y(0). Let IJ, %,I,U = {II,( n E A,,}. Suppose kE w and mk, &, 
%,k(n 2 k), and %,,k(n 1 k) have been defined. Let Un=k Rn,k = 
{ncyi.li TV,,: n E 4.). Let mk+l be the least element of IJjsk Aj\{ m,: j s k}. Let 
Ah+, E [K]- be such that LY E A,,, if, and only if, T~~TT,(G,,,,+,) # Y(a) or (Y E &. For 
each n > k+ 1, let %?,,,k+l ={]I,,, ,i+l TV: GE +!I,,}. Since (%,,&+,: nak+l) is a 
sequence of open covers of the weakly Hurewicz space nar,,k+, Y(Q), let Z,,,,, E 
[3,,,k+,]c” be such that IJn_-k+, 2C++, has dense union in n,, ,_ Y(a). Let A = 
u, A,. 
Foreachn,1et~~={GE~,:~a.,i~,(G)E~~,k,k~n};~~~[~n]CW.Weclaim 
that IJ, V” has dense union in Y. Suppose y E Y and U = n,,, U, is a basic open 
Set COrhning y. Let r c [KICW be such that nET if? U,# Y,. Let kEw be such 
that I’n A c Ak. Since UnZsk %,,k has dense union in &c,,r Y(a), let n z k be such 
that u xti,k ‘-d,xrt.,, 17, # 0; let x be in this intersection and let GE %,, be such that 
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x E LA, me(G) E %&; GE V,,. Let 32~ Y be an extension of x such that for each 
(Y E r\&, ,?(a) E u,, and for each (Y E ~\(r\nk), ~?(a) E n,(G). Since if (Y E K is 
such that rra( G) # Y(a), (Y E A (since G is Gj for some j E Ak, and j is some m,), 
we have that x” E U n G. Thus we may conclude that U,, “Ir, has dense union in Y. q 
To prove Theorem 2B, we also need the following: 
Lemma 4. If Y(n) is Hurewicz for each n E w, then U,,, Y(n) is Hurewicz. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis and suppose (021, : n E w) is a sequence of open covers 
of un,, Y(n). Suppose n E w. We may choose %,,, E [“u,]‘” for each m 2 n such 
that Urn=,, {Fn Y,,: FE 9&,,} covers Y(n). For each m, let ‘V,,, = lJnsm %,,, E 
[%nl’“. It is easy to check that U,,, V”,,, covers U,,, Y(m). q 
Proof of Theorem 2B. Suppose X is metric, each X” is Hurewicz, and K is a 
cardinal. By Lemma 3, it suffices to show that PR(X)” is weakly Hurewicz for each 
positive integer n. 
To make the notation easier, for each m, 1 s m s n, let Y(m) = X be such that 
Y(m) n Y(j) = 0 for m #j; let d, be a metric on Y(m), and let N:(x) = 
{y E Y(m): d,,,(x, y)< 1/2k} for XE Y(m). We show that fl,_,,_ PR[ Y(m)] is 
weakly Hurewicz, and thus that PR(X)” is. 
Suppose (%k)ktw is a sequence of open covers of nlGrnsn PR[ Y(m)]. For each 
k and each FE n,%,,,_,, PR[ Y(m)], let j,k 2 k be such that 
F(l), u 
1 [ 
x* . .x F(n), u 
xtF(1) xsF(n) 1 
is contained in some element of 011,; also, let 
FE n PR(Y(m)) and for each m, lsmcn, 
,smsn 
XF(m) E ( y(m)>~F+)l and rng xFcrn) = F(m) 
I 
. 
Let z=Ur,n~z+[(Y(l))~(o)x. . . x ( Y(n)),C,_l,]. For each f: n + Z+, (Y(l)),-,,, 
x*. .X ( Y(n))fCn_,) is homeomorphic to X,,,, x * 1 . xX~(+~), an open subset of 
X’~<~~f(i), and thus is Hurewicz, since the Hurewicz property is hereditary with 
respect to F, sets. By Lemma 4, Z is Hurewicz. Let {A,,: n E w} be a partition of w 
into infinite sets such that A, c o\n. For each k, (‘V,: 1 E Ak) is a sequence of open 
covers of Z, so let 9,~ [‘V,]‘” be such that lJleAI, 9J =Z. 
Let 
iv,= I[ F(i), U A&(x) 1 [ x- . .x F(n), U XEF(1) ItI= YiF,,(x) : 1 
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FE n PN Y(m)), each xFcrn)~ ( Y(~))I~+,)J with rng XF(m)= F(m), 
,sm=n 
%, is finite. 
We claim that IJ, 2& is dense in flls,,,%,, PR( Y(m)). Suppose FE 
nIlsrnsn PR( Y(m)) and U is a basic open set containing E Let kE w be such that 
[ 
F(l), u ~:&) 1 [ x * . .x F(n), u NJF,,(X) = u. XiFCl) xtF(n) 1 
Let f: n + Z+ be defined by f(m) = IF(rn + l)[. For each m, 1 c m s n, let x~(,,,) E 
( Y(m))fC,_,, be such that rng xF(,,,) = F(m). Since 
_ 
x = XF(,)nXqZ)n . * * h+(fl) E ( Y(1 J),(O) x ( W))f,,, x. . . x ( Y(n))fc,-,, = z, 
let I E A,.,, be such that 2 is in some element of 9J1. Let GE fir_,,_ PR( Y( m)) be 
such that 
where each xGcrnI~ ( Y(m))fC,_,, is such that rng xGcrnJ = G(m). 
We wish to show that 
Un ([ G(O), U %,(Y) ytG(O) 1 [ x 1 * * x G(n), Un, N:,.,(Y) I) #Q. 
For 1 s m c n, G(,,,)E IIi<\G(m)( Nl”,,bGcmdi)), so clearly F(m)cUycC(m) N,Tj,,(y); 
also since j,,, 1 12 j,, , XC+) E L+,,,, JYT,I(h+di)L and so G(m)c 
UgtF~m~ NE,,(y). So U, % is dense in fllsms,, PR( Y(m)). Since each element of 
Z1 is contained in some element of Ou,, we may conclude that nIIGrnsn PR( Y(m)), 
and hence PR(X)“, is weakly Hurewicz. q 
Theorem 2C. If X is a noncompact space and K is infinite, then X” is is not Hurewicz. 
Proof. Let Ou = {U,: x E X} be an open cover of X with no finite subcover. For each 
n, let Qn = { U_rCOj x . . . X UxCnj x X”: x E XK}. Given ‘2Jn E [Q21,]‘w, let F,, E [XK]<, be 
such that {x E X”:, U,,,, x . . . x UxCnl x X” E $,} = F,,. Choose y so that y(n) E X\ u 
{ UxCnl: x E F,,}; then y is not covered by U, F,. q 
In particular, R” is not Hurewicz, so PR( R”) # PR(R)“. It is still unknown 
whether PR( R’) = PR(R)2 [6]. 
Corollary. PR(R) Z+ PR( irrationals); PR (R)‘S PR(irrationals); [{O}, R] S PR(irra- 
tionals); PR( R”) S PR( R”) (any n), etc. 
Proof. Each R”, being o-compact, is Hurewicz, thus PR(R)” amd PR(R”) are 
weakly Hurewicz. The irrationals, homeomorphic to w“‘, are not Hurewicz by 
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Theorem 2C, so PR (irrationals) is not weakly Hurewicz. [{0}, R] is weakly 
Hurewicz. q 
The above corollary answers questions of van Douwen [6] and Wage [20]. 
Definition. A space X is C” (weakly C”) provided that for each sequence (9?,,: n E o) 
of open covers of X there exists a sequence (G,: n E w), with G, E $I,,, such that 
X = Un G, (I_),, G, is dense in X). 
Clearly a C” space is Hurewicz; the reals are Hurewicz but not C” (let %,, consist 
of all (l/2”)-balls). 
Theorem 5A. If PR(X) is weakly C”, then each X” is C”. 
Proof. The argument is similar to that for Theorem 2A, but a bit more delicate: 
there we put ]Fml-many elements into u’, for each F whose basic open set was in 
V,,, while here we can put only one element into W,,. 
Suppose PR(X) is weakly C”, but X m is not. Let (y,,: n E w) be a sequence of 
open covers of X” such that if F,, E +!&,, then X”‘\U, F,, # 0. Let {A,,: n E w} be a 
partition of 0 into infinite sets. 
Suppose HEW and FEPR(X). Fix fF:IFlm+IFml, and g,:IFl+ F. For each 
i E IFI, assign an open Gi,n,F c X containing gF( i) so that for each s E IF]” such that 
i E rq S, njsm G*(j),n,F is contained in some element of %~,,cfF(sjj, where A,(f,(s)) 
denotes the fF(s)th element of A,,. Let Z,, = {[F, UisiFl Gi,n,F]: FE PR(X)}. Z,, is 
an open cover of PR(X). 
Since PR(X) is weakly C”, choose [F,,, Uic\F,;,/ G,,,F,,]~ 2?,, such that 
U, [F,, Ui+,,l G,n,~,,l is dense in PR(X). We now show that %= 
{IIjIitm Gx(,).n,~,,: s E IF,]“‘, n E w} is an open cover of X”. Suppose x E X”. Let n E w 
be such that [q x, Xl n [F,, LLIF,,I Gi,n,F,,l f 0; in paflicular, wz xc U+,,I Gi,,,,,=,,. 
For each i E m, let s(i) E JF,,J be such that x(i) E G.7(lj,n,F,,; then x E nif, Gs(i),n,F,,, SO 
‘3 covers X”. Since n,,, G.y(,I,n,F,, is contained in some element of 9?A,,cr, (cI), and 
A, ( fF,, (s)) # Ak( fF, (t)) whenever n Z k, or n = k but s # t, we have a contiadiction 
of our choice of ( gn,: n E w). So X” is weakly C”. 0 
Theorem 5B. If X is metric and each X” is C”, then PR(X)” is weakly C”, for each 
cardinal K. 
To prove this we need the analogue of Lemma 3: 
Lemma 6. If K is infinite and for each LY E K, Y(a) is such that alljnite subproducts 
of n- Y(a) are weakly C”, then Y=&,, Y(cx) is weakly C”. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3. To ensure that, given (a,, : n E w) 
a sequence of open covers of Y, we pick only one element of a,,, instead of the 
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finitely many allowed previously, we use the partition {A,S: n E W} of w so that given 
k E w, we define the ‘Z& only for n E Ak. 0 
Lemma 7. If Y(n) is C” for each n E LO, then U,, Y(n) is C”. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4, but again given a sequence (%,,: n E w) 
of open covers of Y and n E w, choose F,,, E 021, only for m E A,, , where {A,, : n E w} 
is a partition of w into infinite sets. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5B. Analogous to that of Theorem 2B. 0 
Theorem 5C. If K is injinite and r is any topology on X other than the coarsest topology, 
then X” is not C”. 
Proof. Analogous to that of Theorem 2C, choosing U, # X for each XE X. 0 
Definition. A space X is C’ (weakly Cl) provided that for each sequence ($: n E w) 
of finite open covers of X, there is a sequence (G,: n E w), with G, E 9,,, such that 
X = U, G, (IJ, G, is dense in X). 
Clearly a C” space is C’. Unfortunately, we have not been able to prove or 
disprove the analogue of Theorem 5A, but we do have the analogue of Theorem 5B. 
Theorem 8B. If X is metric and each X” is C’, then PR(X)” is weakly C’ for ech 
cardinal K. 
Proof. The analogues of Lemmas 6 and 7 are easily seen to hold true, so we 
can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2B (or 5B), except that here we want to 
make each Vk finite. This we do in the following way: using the notation of the proof 
of Theorem 2B, if 021, = {U,,, , . . . , Uk,,,), then for each FE II,,,,, WY(m)), 
let lF,k S tk be such that FE U~J~,~, and let T’+k ={U Kl,,,,,,,, ~j,,(xFc,,(i)) x. . . 
x fl,+(,,), N~F,k(xFcn)(i)): FE KIIGrns,, W y(m)), for each m XF~I E ( Y(m)hrnjl 
and rng xFcrnJ = F(m), and lF,k = t}: t s tk}; so Vk is a finite open cover of 2, a C’ 
space. For each k and each p E Ak, choose W, E ‘VP SO that lJpc A, W, = Z; W, = 
U {FIi<iF(1)1 N:,,p(xFclJ(i)) x. * .xni<lF(n,INll~,,,(xFc,,(i)): FE FII1~,,,sn WY(m)), 
for each m x~-(,,,) E ( Y(m))lF(mjl and rng xFcrnJ= F(,,, and I,,=s,,} for some 
sp G t, ; let Fj = u {[F(l), UltFt,) Ni,,p(~)l x . . . x [F(n), U.xrF~n~~~~,P(~)I: 
FEII ,zmGH W y(m)), and lF,p = s,,}. By an argument similar to the one presented 
in Theorem 2B, UpiAl,ktw F,, is dense in n,,,,, PR( Y(m)). 0 
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Theorem 8C. Zf K is injinite and X is a T, space, then X” is not C’. 
Proof. Let % be any finite open cover of X such that if U E 3, then U # X. For 
each n, let $ ={n,,, U,: for each (Y c n, U, E “u, and for each CY > n, U, = X}. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2C, it is easy to check that (%,,: n E w) 
witnesses the fact that X” is not C’. 0 
It does not follow that if X is Hurewicz (C”, C’), then X2 is Hurewicz (C”, C’), 
even if X is metric: assuming CH, Sierpinski constructed a Lusin (and therefore, 
C”) subset X = R such that there is a continuous function f: X2++ P, where P 
denotes the irrational numbers; since the continuous image of a Hurewicz (C”) 
space is Hurewicz (Cl’), and the continuous image of a C’ space has strong measure 
zero (that is, given any sequence E, > 0 for n E o, the space can be covered by a 
sequence of sets A,, each having diameter less than a,), and the irrationals satisfy 
none of these properties, X2 is not Hurewicz or C’ (and hence we know PR(X) is 
not weakly Hurewicz). On the other hand, assuming MA+ 1CH, if X E [RI’+, then 
each X” is C” (Hurewicz, C’). 
The reals are an example of a space whose Pixley-Roy space is weakly Hurewicz, 
but not weakly C”. 
Definition. A family of subsets % of a set X is an o-cover of X if for any FE [XlcW 
there is an A E 93 with F c A. 
Definition [9]. A space X is a y space if for any open w-cover 3 of X there is a 
sequence G, E 9 with X = lJ,,, n,3, G,. 
Obviously, countable spaces are y spaces. 
Theorem [9]. X is a y space iJ and only if; whenever (3”: n E w) is a sequence of open 
w-covers of X, there is a sequence G, E S,, with X = Unt, nmz,, G,. 
J. Gerlits and Zs. Nagy have shown that all y spaces are C” by going through a 
couple of intermediate properties. Using their theorem above, this result can be 
proved more directly as follows. Suppose X is a y space and (%,, : n E o) is a sequence 
of open covers of X. Let {A,,: n E w} be a partition of w into infinite sets. For each 
4 let % = OJtG, U,: m E w and there is a l-l functionf: m + A,, such that for each 
tE m, U,E %“c,,}. SY’,, is an w-cover of X, so let G, E Ye,, be such that X = 
IJ,,,, n,,_,, G,; let m, E 6.1, f, : m, * A,, and for each t E m, U, E YI’~,;,,(,), so that 
G, = U,,,,, U,. Since fn (t) f fk( s) for n # k, or n = k and t # s, and since X = u 
{U,: t E m, and n E w}, we may conclude that X is a C” space. 
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There is another way to view a y space which is useful in defining a ‘weakly y’ 
property: 
Definition. A space X is a y space (weakly y space) if for any open w-cover 3 of 
X there is a sequence G, E ie such that any subsequence of (G,: n E w) covers X 
(has dense union in X). 
It is easy to check that the two definitions of a y space are equivalent. 
Although there are real examples of Hurewicz (C”, C’) spaces whose squares are 
not Hurewicz, this is not the case for the y property. 
Lemma 9. If X is a y space, then each X” is a y space. 
Proof. Suppose X is a y space and 53 is an open w-cover of X”. For each FE [XISSW, 
F” E [X”‘]-, so for each XE F we may assign an open set U,., 3 x such that 
l,J,_+ Hi,,,, Ux(i),F is contained in some element of 9. Let Z?= 
{ux,~ K,,: FE [Xl-k 2 is an open w-cover of X, so for each n choose F, E [Xl<, 
:,* n:% 
X = U, fL Uxt~& Q,F~. We now show that X”= 
X&F’;’ n,,, K(l),Fk, from which it follows that X” is a y space. Suppose 
y E X”. Let n E w be such that for each k 2 n, rng y c UXEFI lJx,,. Suppose k 2 n. 
For each i E m, let x, E Fk be such that y(i) E IY,,,~~;,, and let x E X” be such that 
x(i) = x,; then x E F;’ and y E nit,,, Ux(ij,FA, which is our desired result. 0 
Theorem 10A. If PR( X) is weakly y, then each X” is a y space. 
Proof. Suppose PR(X) is weakly y. We could show directly that each X” must be 
a y space, analogously to our previous proofs of ‘A’ theorems, but instead we show 
only that X is a y space and use Lemma 9 to conclude each X” is a y space. 
Suppose X is not a y space and let %? be an open w-cover of X such that if G, E Ce 
then there is some subsequence of (G,,: n E w) that does not cover X. 
For each FE PR(X), F is contained in some element of 9, say GF: for each 
XE F, choose an open set U,:~X such that UxtF U,‘c G,. {[UltF Uc]<w: FE 
PR(X)} is an open w-cover of PR(X), so choose F,, such that every subsequence 
of (rUEF,, UF’Y: n E w) has dense union in PR(X). By an argument similar to 
that presented in Theorem 2A, it can now be shown that every subsequence of 
(G F,,: n E w) covers X. This contradicts our choice of 9, so X must be y space. 0 
To prove the ‘B’ parts of the previous theorems, we used lemmas of the following 
form: if each Y(n) is Hurewicz (C”, C’), then l-l,,,, Y(n) is Hurewicz (C”, C’) 
[see Lemmas 4 and 71. The y space analogue, however, is not true: using the result 
of S. Todorcevec that O,,,, implies there is a y space Xc R such that all subsets of 
X are y spaces, F. Calvin and A.W. Miller show that it is consistent to have disjoint 
y spaces X and Y such that neither X x Y nor X u Y a y space [8]. The reader 
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should recall, however, that we actually needed only that a particular disjoint sum 
is Hurewicz (C”, C’), and the analogue of this is true for y spaces. 
Lemma 11. IfX is a y space andfor each n E W, Y(n) =X, and Y(n) n Y(k) = 0 for 
n # k, then @r:m+Z+ ( Y(0)“” x * . . x Y(m - 1)““-“) is a y space. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. Suppose (“21 n : n E 6~) is a sequence of w-covers of 
Y = ertm+a+ ( Y(O)/“’ x . . . x Y(m - 1)““-“). For each n E w and FE 
[ Y(o)j'w X. . .x[Y(rn-l)]<", u~f:m+n+, [F(0)f’o’x*. .X F(m-l).““~‘)] is a finite 
subset of Y, so for each k E m and x E F(k), we may assign an open subset U&, of 
Y(k) containing x so that U.f:m+n+l u KIjsf~o~ u,S,i,,n x . . . x nicf(m-l) UC,,_,(i),,,: for 
each k E m, xk E F( k)jCk’} (let us call this .open set VF,,) is contained in some ele- 
ment of 42,. Let “Im={VF,n: FE [ Y(O)]‘” x . . . x [ Y( m - I)]‘“}; then 
W,={Vn(Y(O)x... x Y(m-1)): VE “Ir,) is an open w-cover of Y(0) x . . . 
x Y(m - l), which being homeomorphic to X m is a y space by Lemma 9. So for 
each n choose F, E [ Y(O)](” x. . . x [ Y(m - l)]‘” so that U,,nk& (v&k n 
( Y(O) x. -.x Y(m-l))= Y(O)x..*x Y(m-1). We now show that Y= 
UII nki=n VFl,k. Suppose f:m-,Z+ and XE Y(0)““‘~.*.~ Y(m-1)““-‘I. Let 
F(i)=rngx(i). F(O)x*+.xF(m-l)~[Y(O)x*..xY(m-l)]’”, so let n> 
Ci,,f(i) be such that for each k 3 n, F(0) x * . . x F(m - 1) c VFl,k A 
( Y(0) x * .-x Y(m-1)). Suppose kan. For each iEm andjEf(i), let y,,~F(o)x 
.*.xF(m-1) be such that yi,(i)=x(i)(j); since yi, E VF&, for each 1 E m let xiJ,, E 
Fk( I) be such that y,, E u?,,,,, X . * * X u?,,,,,_,,, C vFk,k; let yi E Fk( i)“” be defined by 
Y,(j) = k;!(i). Then x E ~icf~o~ U2Ci1.k x . . . xnj,,,,_,, U21_l~;~,k C v&k. Thus Y is a 
y space. 0 
Theorem 10B. If X is a metric y space, then each PR(X)” is weakly y. 
Proof. Suppose X is a metric y space. For each n E m, let Y(n) = X be such that 
if n f k, then Y(n) n Y(k) = 0. We show n,,,, PR( Y(n)) is weakly y, and hence 
PR(X)“’ is weakly y. Suppose Du is an open w-cover of fl,,,,, PR( Y(n)). For each 
/in,,., [PR( Y(n))]‘“, n,,,, /(n) is a finite subset of nntm PR( Y(n)), so there is 
a U!E 011 containing it; let rn+E w be such that I_! {n,,,,, [F(n), UxtFCnJ N”,/(x)]: FE 
n,,, P(n))c Uf; for each k s w, let VA = U n,,, &+-~n~l Nm/tk(Xnti)): FE 
n,,,, i(n) and for each n E m, x, E ( Y(n))iFCn,l is such that rng x, = F(n)}. For each 
kE w, let $==(k&: {En,,, [PR( Y(n))]‘“}; Sk is an open w-cover of 
O,.:fM+ Ktm ( Y(n))/(,), an open subset of @,l:m_Z+ II,,,, Y(n)““‘; the latter is a 
y space by Lemma 11, and since the y property is hereditary with respect to F,, 
sets, so is the former. So let {kEn,,,,[PR(Y(n))] be such that 
Of:fM’ n,,, ( Y(n))l_(% = u, nkan &,k. We show that every subsequence of 
(U,,: kE w) has a dense union in n,,,,, PR( Y(n)). Suppose (t,: kE w) is a sub- 
sequence of w. Suppose FE II,,, PR( Y(n)) and U is an open set containing F. 
Let _j~ w be such that II,,, [F(n), UxtFcn) NY(x)] c U; for each n E m let x, E 
(Y(n))lF(,,)l be such that rngx,= F(n); let f:m+Z+ be defined byf(n)=(F(n)l, 
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and x E n,,,, (Y(n)),.,,, be defined by x(n) =x,. Then there is an integer, say k, 
such that k ?=j and x E nlzk V,,,. Since tk a k, x E I’&,,,; so let GE n,,,, /(n) and 
for each n E m, y, E ( Y(n))lGCn+ rng y, = G(n), be such that 
x E nnE, rIrtlc(njl N,, +r& (y,(i)). As mF,A+tkatkakkj, it follows that 
n,,, [F(n), Uxt,=(n) k’(x)1 nII,,im [G(n), UreG(n) NL,,i+,I b)l#8, and hence 
Un rl_,, fi 8. Thus II,,, PR( Y(n)) is weakly y. 0 
Theorem 1OC. IfX is nondegenerate Hausdorfl then X” is not a y space for any tc 2 w. 
Proof. Suppose X is nondegenerate Hausdorff. Then X” contains the Cantor set 
as a closed subspace, so if X” were a y space, the Cantor set would be one. 
This is not the case: if the Cantor set were a y space, it would be a C” space, 
and therefore all its continuous images would be C”; hence the unit interval would 
be C”, and we’ve already seen it is not-see the remark before Theorem 5A. 0 
The method of proof of Theorem 1OC can be used to give alternate proofs of 
Theorem 5C and 8C. 
Cox has constructed an example, assuming CH, of a Lusin set Xc R that has 
the property that each X” is C” [3]; as a Lusin set is not a y space [9], PR(X) is 
weakly C” but not weakly y. (We shall return to this example after the next set of 
theorems.) On the other hand, assuming MA+-CH, all X E [RI” are y spaces 
[9], and Galvin and Miller have constructed one of size c [S]. Finally, R. Laver 
constructed a model of ZFC in which X c R is C” (if, and) only if X is countable, 
and thus PR(X) is weakly C” (weakly y) if, and only if, Xc R is countable. 
Definition [7, 191. Let X be a topological space. The point-open game G,,(X) is 
defined as follows. It is played by two players P and 0. In the nth step (n E w), P 
chooses F, E [X]‘w and 0 selects an open set G, 1 F,,. P wins if lJn G, = X. 
Definition [9]. X is a p space if, and only if, P has a winning strategy for G,,(X). 
It is easy to see that any countable space is a /3 space. It is also true that every 
p space is a y space: Gerlits and Nagy modify G,,(X) by defining the strict 
point-open game to have the same rules as the original game, but P wins if X = 
lJ, n,2, G,,,; they then show that P has a winning strategy in the old game if, 
and only if, P has a winning strategy in the new game; using the new game they 
then show quite easily that a /3 space is a y space [9]. 
A result of Telgarsky’s, however, shows that a metric space satisfies p if, and 
only if, it is countable, so this property is not useful for distinguishing between the 
Pixley-Roy spaces over subsets of the reals. We consider instead the following 
weaker property: 
Definition. Let GFiU( X) (weak G&u (X)) denote the following game on a topological 
space X. It is played by two players P and 0. In the ath step (a E w * w), P chooses 
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F, E [xl- and 0 selects an open set G, 2 F,. P wins if Ua+,.w G, = X(IJ,<,.w G, 
is dense in X). 
Definition. X is a pw., space if, and only if, P has a winning strategy for G;iU(X). 
A p,,,., space X is Cl’: suppose (9,,: n E w) is a sequence of open covers of X, 
and let {A,: LY E w . o} be a partition of w into infinite sets; let r be a winning 
strategy for P and consider the following play. P chooses 70 and 0 covers it by 
selecting at most one set from each $,k E AO; call the union of the sets so chosen 
‘Go’. At the cvth step ((u E o . w) P has chosen T( Gp : p < a); let 0 cover it by selecting 
at most one set from each C!&,k E A,. Since a valid play according to the strategy r 
has been made, Ua<,., G, = X, and hence X is C”. 
A /3_, space is not necessarily a y space, however. A counterexample is Cox’s 
CH example previously mentioned. We will describe it in more detail after Theorem 
12. 
Theorem 12A. If PR(X) is a weak pm., space, then each X” is a pW., space. 
Theorem 12B. If X is metric and each X” is a pW.,, then PR(X)” is weakly p,_,, for 
any cardinal K. 
The analogues of Lemmas 3 and 4 again hold: 
Lemma 13. If K is injinite and for each CY E K Y(cY) is a space such that every jinite 
subproduct of n,,, Y(a) is weakly p,,,.,,,, then n,,, Y(a) is weakly pm,,. 
Lemma 14. Suppose each Y(n) is a &., space. Then U,,,, Y(n) is a p_,., space. 
Lemma 15. Every F, subspace of a PM., space is a p,,,., space. 
Theorem 12C. If X is nondegenerate Hausdor-, then X” is not p_ for any K 2 w. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1OC. q 
Although similar in spirit to the previous proofs, the proof of Theorem 12A, and 
of Theorem 12B in particular, are extremely lengthy; as the &,., property is a 
‘nonstandard’ property, we have decided to omit the proofs of these theorems in 
this paper. We do wish to point out that this property does give a way, at least 
assuming CH, to show that the Pixley-Roy spaces over Lusin sets are not necessarily 
homeomorphic. 
Every Lusin set is a pm_,, space,, so the CH example of a Lusin set S such that 
the irrationals are a continuous image of S2 is an example of a metric /3,.” space 
whose square is not; hence PR(S) is not weakly pm.,. On the other hand, G. Cox 
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has constructed, assuming CH, a space X that is uncountably dense in [w and has 
the property that for each m E Z +, if B is a dense subset of X, then X” is concentrated 
about Xm\(X\B)m, i.e. every open set containing X”‘\(X\B)“’ contains all but 
countably many points of X”. It is not difficult to show that X must be Lusin, and 
therefore not a y space. It is also not difficult to show that a Lusin set is, in fact, 
a pw_* space (the game is played up to stage w. 2). Lemma 14 can can be easily 
modified to show that for each integer k, the countable union of Pw.k spaces is a 
/3w_k space. Using these facts, we can show by induction that X” is a Pw.(m+lJ space. 
X is a pW.2 space; suppose m E Z+ and X m is a /3w.cm+,, space. Let B be a countable 
dense subset of X. {nntm+, S,:thereisaj~m+lsuchthatS~=B,andifk~m+ 
l\(j), then S, =X} is a set of cardinality mtl whose union is X”+‘\(X\B)“‘+‘; 
each element of this set is the countable union of sets of the form II,‘(b), where 
b E B and Jo m-t 1; each II;‘(b) is homeomorphic to X”, and thus is a j3w.(m+,j 
space; thus by the aforementioned modification of Lemma 14, X”‘+‘\(X\B)*+ is 
a Pw.cm+,I space. Since X m+’ is concentrated about Xm+‘\(X\B)m+‘, it is easy to 
see that a winning strategy for P in G$m(m+2’(Xm+‘) can be defined, by ensuring 
that X”“\(X\ B)m+’ . IS covered in the first w . (m + 1)-many steps, and then using 
the last w-steps to cover the remaining points of X”+‘. Thus Cox’s example has 
the property that for each m, X” is a pm., space. Hence PR(X) is weakly B,,,.,,,, but 
not weakly y. 
The condition that X be metric is essential in the ‘B’ parts of all the theorems of 
this paper: (w, + 1)” is concentrated about (w, + l)“‘\(w, + l\{w,})“‘, and hence is 
a pm., space; o, + 1 is, in fact, a p space, and hence a y space; so w, + 1 satisfies 
the hypotheses of the ‘B’ part of each of the theorems, except for the metric condition. 
PR(wl + l), however, is not even weakly Lindelof: {[{a}, w, + 11: (Y E w1 + 1) is an 
open cover of PR(w, + l), but U,,,, [{a,,}, w, + l] is not dense in PR(w, + 1) for any 
choice of the (Y,‘s, since if y is a successor ordinal not in {a,: n E w}, [{y}, {y}] 
misses this union. 
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